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The existence of a solution defined for all t and possessing a type of 
boundedness property is established for the perturbed nonlinear system 
3; = f(t, y) + F(t, y). The unperturbed system i = f(t, x) has a dichotomy 
in which some solutions exists and are well-behaved as t increases to CO and 
some solution exists and are well-behaved as t decreases to - CO. A similar study 
is made for a perturbed nonlinear differential equation defined on a half line, 
say, R+, and the existence of a family of solutions with special boundedness 
properties is established. Finally, the ideas are applied to the study of integral 
manifolds. Examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following is a study of the system 
j = f(c Y) + FCC Y>> (1) 
which is regarded as a perturbation of the nonlinear system 
k = f(t, x). (2) 
We impose hypotheses on (2) which guarantee the existence of a solution with 
a boundedness property (or a family of such solutions) and prove that, under 
conditions on the perturbation terms, these solutions are also present in (1). 
Results of this type have been obtained by Harbertson [9], May [12], and 
Harbertson and Struble [8] for nonlinear systems and Coppel [3], Hallum [6, 
71, and Hale [4, 51 for perturbations of linear systems. The present work 
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introduces a norm on some spaces of continuous functions other than the 
supremum norm which allows new types of behavior to be studied. 
Theorem 1 concerns the case when (1) and (2) are defined for all t and give 
the existence of particular solutions defined on R. Theorem 2 covers the case 
when the systems are defined on some half line t 3 (II and concern the presence 
of special solutions on this interval. Theorem 3 extends the above ideas to 
integral manifolds. Examples are discussed. 
2. NOTATION AND GENERAL SETTING 
Let p and q be nonnegative integers with p + q = m > 0, let I be an 
interval of the type I = {t 3 a} ( 01 may be -co), let Q(t), Dz(t) be continuous 
nonsingular p x p and q x q matrices, respectively, on I, and for u > 0, 
define 
Qn,~ = {(t, x) in I x R? i Ill(t) x 1 < a}, 
Q,u = ((t, x) in I x R”: 1 Q(t) x / < 0). 
We assume that (2) may be written in the form 
where for some (T > 0, fr is a continuous function on G’r” into RP, fi is a 
continuous function on Qn,~ into R@, where fi and fi have continuous partial 
derivatives in x1 and x2 , respectively, and fi(t, 0) = O,f,(t, 0) = 0. For (7, ur) 
in Qro, (7, a,) in 6&u, we denote the solutions of (3) such that x1(7) = a, , 
x2(r) = a2 by xl(t, r, a,), xz(t, 7, ua). We assume that for some 0 < y < u 
and (7, a,) in J&Y, (T, u2) in Gay, x,(t, r, a,) exists for t > 7 and q(t, 7, us) 
exrsts for a: < t < T. 
For convenience, when a is in Re, we will use norm ( a j = maxi{1 a, 11, 
where i = 1, 2,..., e, ui is the ith component of a. Then for a, in RP, u2 = Rg, 
u = col(u, , a,), 1 a 1 = max{i a, 1 , j u2 I}. Let B,Y be the continuous functions 
y on I into Rp with 1 L$(t) y(t)/ < y, and let BsY be the continuous functionsy 
on I into RQ with 1 Q(t) y(t)1 < y. 
We denote the matrix (&i/&z,) (t, T, UJ by tDi(t, T, a,), i = 1, 2, and 
assume that Fl and F, are continuous functions on 
Qv = ((6 xl , x2) in 1 x R”: I Q(t) xl / < y, 1 &(t) x2 1 < y} 
into RP and RQ, respectively. 
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3. SYSTEMS DEFINED ON R 
In this section we consider the case when I = R. We note the unperturbed 
system (3) has a solution in B,Y x Bay, viz. xi = 0, x2 = 0. We seek hypo- 
theses on the perturbed system 
91 =f1(4 Yl) +Fl(4 Yl ,Y2), 
$2 = f2(4 Yz> + F2(4 Yl 9 Y*h 
which guarantee the existence of a solution (yr , ya) in B,v x B,Y. 
(4) 
THEOREM 1. Assume that we have 
for all t in R and (yl , y2) in B1y x B,Y. There is a solution (yl(t), yz(t)) of (4) 
dejned for all t and(y, , yz) is in B,Y x B,v. 
Proof. For each positive integer R, let B, be the set of functions (yr , ya) 
where yi and ya map [--k, K] continuously into RP and RQ, respectively. For 
Y =(yl,yz) in Bk, let 
I Y I = ma4sqp I &(t)n(t)l , s;p I %(t) y&)1), 
then (B,, 1 I) is a Banach space and B,y x B,Y is a closed convex subset. (The 
functions in Bl” x B,y are here restricted to [--K, K].) On By x B2y, we 
define the transformation T by Ty = u, where 
40 = jt @dt, s, Y,(S)) Fds, Y (S), ~4s)) ds,
-k 
u&j = - s li @z(t, s, ~44) F,(s, Y,(S), ~4s)) ds> t 
(6) 
for --K < t < k. It is an easy exercise to check that Schauder’s fixed point 
applies so there is a function y in B,y x BzY defined for -k < t < k with 
Ty = y. We have 
j,(t) = &(t, yl(t), r&N + J4, fG(t, 4 4(s, YI($ Y&N ds, 
Ml = FAt, ydt>, At)) + 1’ fG(t, 4 Fz(s, YI(+ Y&N ds, 
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i = 1, 2. Here we have used the well-known [3, p. 221 theory of the variational 
equation. Also 
= j” t Hdt, 4 b,(s) - fib yd4)l ds; 
-7c 
and a similar expression holds for fi(t, y2(t)). For i = 1, 2 and 
4) = W) -f&t Yi(Q - Fi(4 YIP), YzW 
we obtain 
wdt) = 1-1, Hdt: s) 4s) ds, 
wdt) = jtk KG, s) w,(s) ds, 
which implies y(t) = 0, z+(t) = 0. Consequently, y = (yi , ya) is a solution 
of (4), -k ,< t < k in B,Y x BZy. 
Let {y(t, k)}& be a sequence of fixed points of T on B,Y x B,? (restricted 
to [-k, k]). The following statements show there is a functiony in B1y x BzY 
and a subsequence {y(t, nk)}F=r such that 
and the limit is uniform on compact t intervals. 
There is a subsequence {y(t, nil,)} converging uniformly on [-1, l] since 
the original sequence is uniformly bounded and each function satisfies (4) 
on this interval. Similarly, there is a subsequence {y(t, ~~)}~=r of the sequence 
{y(t, nnJ};P=i converging uniformly on [-2, 21. In this way we obtain a chain 
of subsequences {y(t, njt)}Tzl converging uniformly on C-j, j]. Put 
y(t, nk) = y(t, n& to obtain (8). Since each y(t, n,J is a solution of (4) so is y. 
Harbertson [9] gives a similar theorem when D,(t) = I, Dz(t) = I. Hallum 
[6, 71 and Hartman and Onuchic[lO] introduce the matrix D(t) =g(t)l 
in studies of a perturbed linear system on a half line. Here g(t) is a continuous 
nonnegative function. 
Condition (5) is restrictive on the linear parts in x of thef, , fi functions. 
Suppose, for example,fr(t, x1) = A,(t) xi + h(t, xi), where h(t, x1) = o(i xi 1) 
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uniformly in t as x1+0. Let X1(t) be a fundamental matrix of solutions for 
3i’, = A,(t) xi, then since @(t, s, 0) is a solution of f = f%(t, 0) a, Z(T) = 1, we 
see (4) implies, in particular, 
s t I b(t) Xl(t) K1(s)F,(s, 0, O)l ds G Y. -cc 
(Theory concerning systems with hypotheses l”L ) X(t) X-l(s)1 ds < K is 
given by Coppel [3].) If, in addition, A,(t) = 0, we see Fi(s, 0, 0) must be 
integrable. 
Consider the example 
where 
A, = diagonal (-Xi , -Aa ,..., -A,), A, = diagonal (6, , 8, ,..., 6,) 
and Xi , ai are positive numbers. Suppose pi , xi are such that hi + pi > 0, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., p, 6, + xi > 0, i = I, 2 ,..., 9, and that 
I Fli(G Yl 7 Yd G @w i = I,2 )...) p, 
I F,i(4 Yl , Yd < epxi tNi i = 1, 2 ,...) q, 
for some positive numbers Mi and Ni and all (yr , y.J in Rn. Then for 
Di(t) = diagonal (ePUlt, ePzf,..., e-‘nt), 
Da(t) = diagonal (eXlf, exzt,..., exst), 
inequality (5) is satisfied for 6 sufficiently large, and there is a solution 
bWj Y&N with 
I hi(t)I S aeuit, i = 1, 2 )...) p, 
I x44 d se-+, i = 1, 2 )..., q. 
In this example, a simple coordinate transformation xii = e~~it,& ,
xzi = e-xi”& will reduce the differential equations to a form where Coppel’s 
[3] results apply. However, in nonlinear systems, this technique does not 
usually work. 
As a nonlinear example, take p = 1, q = 0, and consider the system 
j = u(t) y - f b,(t)y2i+l + F(t, y), 
i=l 
(9) 
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where a(t) is a continuous function on R to be further restricted later, the 
b,(t), i = 1, 2 ,..., are continuous nonnegative functions on R, the series 
c b&) y2i+l converges to a continuous function with continuous partial 
derivative in y given by x (2i + 1) &(t) y2i, and the function F is continuous 
on R2 and will be further specified later. We take as the unperturbed system 
k.(t) = u(t) x - f &(t) x’i+l, 
i=l 
then the variation equation is 
2 = [u(t) - c (2i + 1) b,(t)+(t)] z. 
Consequently, 
Case 1. Suppose a(t) = - 1 (or any negative constant). Then for 
D(t) = 1, we have that if there is a 0 > 0 such that for continuous functions 
y(t) with I r(t)! ,< 0, 
(t-s) 1 F(s, y(s))1 ds < u, 
then (9) has a solution y* defined for all t with 1 y*(t)i < (r. We notice here 
the nonlinearities C b,(t) ~~~4-1 are “harmless”. This observation shows the 
nonlinear theory allows much larger bounds for some systems than the 
corresponding linear perturbation theory gives (Coppel [3, p. 1371). It is 
interesting to note that for a(t) as given in Coppel [3, p. 731, the above 
conclusions also hold. In this case, the basic linear system is not exponentially 
stable. 
Case 2. Sometimes the form of the linear term dictates the D(t) function. 
Suppose a(t) is given by 
! 2t T-qT t<-1, 4t) = -1 -TyF’ -1<t. 
Then it is easy to see there is a K > 0 so that for D(t) = K/(1 t 1 + 2), 
j:m o(t) W, s, Y(S)) d s is bounded, say by lkl, for all t and continuous func- 
tions y. If there is a 0 > 0 so y in B,o implies 1 F(t,y(t)l < u/M, then (8) 
has a solution y* defined for all t with 1 y*(t)1 < ~(1 t I + 2)/k. Other choices 
for a(t) will give decreasing D(t) functions as t---f so. 
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Case 3. The form of the perturbation term may dictate a D(t) function. 
Suppose a(t) = - 1 and F(t, y) = h(t) k(t, y) where 
and K(t, y) is bounded. Then 
s t e-“+)h(s) ds = t’$ te-’ t t < 0, -m 9 t 20, 
consequently a natural choice for D(t) is 
t <o, 
t 20. 
In most instances, the solutions of (3) and consequently @r ,0, are not 
known precisely. However, as in the example above, it may be possible to 
obtain information which implies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Consider 
the following situation in which, for convenience, we assume 4 = 0, and 
suppress the subscript 1 notation. Suppose D(t) is given and there are positive 
numbers a, K, a set Q C R”, and a continuous real-valued function h on R 
such that: 
(a) for s in R, 1 y 1 < 1 D-l(s)1 u, x(t, s, y) lies in Sz for t >, s; 
(b) tL[f& 441 < W f or all continuous functions x from R to s2; 
(c) D(t) J4m exp six(u) ds < K. 
We notice that for y in B”, ! y(s)1 < 1 D-‘(s)/ u, hence x(t, s, y(s)) is in Sz 
for t 2 s. By a well-known result (Coppel [3, p. 581) condition (b) implies 
I W, s, r(4)l < exp j t AfAIu, x(u, s, ~(41) du; s 
hence, condition (c) together with a boundedness assumption on F will 
imply inequality (5) in Theorem 1. 
4. SYSTEMS DEFINED ON A HALF LINE 
In this section we consider the case 01 finite. We note the unperturbed 
system may have a family of bounded solutions on t 3 01. We seek hypotheses 
on the perturbed system (4) which guarantees the existence of a family of 
solutions in B,Y x B,Y. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that we haae 
s t I h(t) @1(4 ST Y,(S)) w, Y,(S), Y2N)l ds G r/2, d 
(10) 
.r 1: I 4(t) @z(t, s, Y&N Fz(s, Y,(S), r&M ds d Y> t 
for all t in I and ( y1 , yJ in B,y x B2y. Further assume that for some A > 0 and 
/ a, 1 < A, a, in R”, we have 
I w> x,(t, 4%)I G r/2. (11) 
Then for / a, 1 ,< A, a, in R”, there is a solution (yl(t), yz(t)) of (4) defined for 
t > LX:, (yl , yJ in BIY x B2y, and yl(cx) = a, . 
Proof. For each positive integer k > 01, let B, be the set of functions 
(yi , ya) where yi and yp map [Al, k] continuously into lip and Rq, respectively. 
On B,v x B,Y restricted to [01,12], we define the transformation T by Ty = u 
where 
udt) = x,(4 a,4 + i t @dt, s, yds))F&, ~~(4, ~~(4) ds, a 
u&) = - jt7’ @At, s, Y&N Fds, Y,(S), Y,(S)) ds> 
for 01 < t < k. As before, such a transformation has a fixed point which is a 
solution of (4). The family of such fixed points (a < k < 00) has a convergent 
subfamily which converges to a function (yi ,ya) satisfying the conclusions 
of the theorem. 
Suppose that, in addition to line 2 of inequality (IO), we have a system 
such that 
i t I W) W, s, Y,(sNI ds G Y* (12) ol 
for all yi in B,Y. Then appropriate boundedness conditions on Fl will give 
line 1 of inequality (10). Inequality (12) for Ill(t) = I gives a type of expo- 
nential stability to x(t, CQ , a,) iffi(t, xi) = A,(t) xi . Coppel [3, p. 681 proves 
that there is a constant N such that 
1 Xl(t) X-*(cY)] < Ne(liv*)(t-ei), a,+1<t. 
In this case, inequality (11) is not an added restriction but merely defines 
notation. Corresponding theorems are given for general D(t) by modifying 
Hallum [6, p. 255-2561. Brauer [I] gives a theorem in the direction for non- 
linear functions fi(t, xi) which could again be modified to include D(t). 
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5. INTEGRAL MANIFOLDS 
In this section we consider the system 
4 = h(& t, 4 + z-w, t, Y, x, E), 
9 = f(4 Y) + F(fl, t, YY 2, E), (13) 
2 = q(x) + EW, t, y, z, ~1, 
where (0, y, z) is in Re x R”” x R”, and where hypotheses will be introduced 
to insure the existence, for small E, of an integral manifold of solutions. The 
form of the system and the hypotheses given are motivated by previous work 
by Hale [4-51 and Hartbertson and Struble [8]. Such problems arise in the 
“method of averaging” introduced by Kryloff and Bogoliubov [ll] (see also 
[2]) and studied extensively by many. 
The ideas introduced in the previous sections of this paper are applied to 
the study of (13). A treatment of such a system without the D matrix has 
been given in [8]; however, our treatment improves the allowable bounds for 
the perturbation. In addition, the form of the 6’ equation has been changed 
to allow a larger class of examples. Such an example is given at the end of 
this section. 
It is possible to present this theory for the case where f is split into two 
functions, f = column(f, ,f.J as was done in the preceding sections. Cor- 
respondingly, the g function (i.e., the f equation) can also be split into two 
pieces, one which is well-behaved as t---f co, the other well-behaved as 
t + --co (see [S]). In order to present these ideas without unnecessary 
clutter, we will not make these decompositions of the j and f equations. It 
will be clear how the hypotheses must be altered to obtain a corresponding 
theory with the dichotomies present in the j and .z? equations. 
Let D(t) and E(t) be continuous nonsingular m x m and n x n matrices, 
respectively, on R and for u = (or , u2) in R+ x R+, we define 
f? = {(t, y, z) in R1+nL+n: / D(t) y 1 < q , 1 E(t) z ( < a,}, 
alo = {(t, y) in Rl+“: 1 D(t) y ( < cl}, 
Qn,u = {(t, z) in R1+n: 1 E(t) z / < aZ}, 
and consider the following hypotheses. Let u in R+ x R+ and Q, > 0 be 
given. 
(1) h is a continuous function from Rd x sZza into RE. H, F, and G 
are continuous functions from Rd x 90 x [0, l t,] into Rd, Am, and Rn, 
respectively. f is continuous on sZ,O, has a continuous derivative in y, and 
f(t, 0) = 0. g is continuous on R” and has continuous derivatives in z. There 
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is an w = (wl , 0.+ ,..., wr) in RR1 such that h, H, F, and G have period W, 
in Bi. H, F, and G vanish for E = 0 and ) h 1 < C, , ) H j < C, on their 
domains. 
(2) The solutions of 3 = f(t, y), Y(T) = a, (7, a) in QIo, are denoted 
by y(t, 7, a), and we assume for some 0 < q* < 0, y(t, 7, a) exists for t 2 7 
when (T, Q) is in a;*. We denote by @(t, T, u) the matrix 8y/&z. 
(3) The solution of f = g(x), z(0) = b, b in R”, is denoted by 
x(t, 6), and we assume z(t, b) exists for t 3 0. We denote by A(t, b) the 
matrix &/8b. 
(4) There is an N > 0 such that on its domain 
1 h(0, t, z) - h(O*, t, x*)1 < N(l z - u”* / + j 8 - B* I). 
There is a continuous function t(t, e) on R x [0, q,] decreasing to 0 as E -+ 0 
such that on its domain 
I ff(R t, y, z, c) - HP*, t, y*, z*, 6)’ 
< e(t, c) (1 8 - e* 1 + 1 Y - y* 1 -t j z - Z* I). 
There is a continuous function I+,(E) on [0, ~a], v,,(O) = 0, and a continuous 
function A(t, S) for s < t such that on its domain 
I @(t, s, y) F(e, s, y’, z, c) - @(t, s, Y*)F(fl*, s, y*, z*, c)i 
G +) o(t, S) (I e - e* I + I Y - y* I + I z - Z* 1). 
There is a continuous function S(t, s), s < t, such that on its domain 
I 44 - 414 WA ST y, x, c) - A(e(t - s), z”) G(e*, s, y*, z*, c)l 
G qt, S) (1 8 - e* I + I y - y* I + 1 x - Z* I). 
(5) There are positive constants M, Kl , I& , and <I (0 < q < EJ 
such that 
where 
j t A(t, s) exp s ‘L(u, EJ du ds < Kl , 
-cc s 
j t S(t, s) exp I* L(u, Q) du ds < K, , t in R, 
-r. s 
qu, c) = (2M $- 1) d(U, c) + (M + 1) N. 
For O<yr<q*, O<yz< u2, y = (yl , yz), we define SY to be all 
v = (q , v.J where v,(B, t) is continuous from Re+l into Rnl with 
I w w, t)l G K , 
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where ~(0, t) is continuous from Re+l into R” with 1 E(t) ~~(0, t)] f y2 and 
where v 1 , v2 have period w in 19 and satisfy Lipschitz conditions in 8 with 
constant M. For v in SY, we define 
and F*, Gv similarly. We assume for some y the following conditions hold: 
(6) There are continuous functions v~(E), v~(c) on [0, ~1, 
~~(0) = ~~(0) = 0 so that 
for all v in SY and continuous functions 0 from R into RR”. 
(7) For any continuous function 8 from R into Rm and v in SY, let 
A&> = 1-1 @P( 4 s, w(s), s>> F”(qs), s, 6) ds, 
%&> = I t A(,(t - s), v,(e(s), s)) Gye(s), s, c) ds. --m 
For any E in [0, Q] fixed, we assume 
I P&) - %&*)I 3 ,qdt) - %hJ(t*)l 
are o(\ t - t* I) uniformly for ZI in SY and 0 continuous from R into Rm. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that conditions (l)-(7) are satisfied. For E sujiciently 
small, there are functions (q(f9, t), v,(O, t) in Sv such that y = ul(B, t), 
z = v,(B, t) is an integral manifold of (13). 
Proof. For w in Sy, let p(t, 7, 0,) be the solution of 
4 = h(4 t, ~2(4 9) + fwk t, e>, e(T) = 8, . (14) 
The right side of the equation is Lipschitz in 0 with constant L(t, c) and is 
bounded by C, + C, . A routine use of Gronvall’s inequality gives 
I eqt, T, 0,) - 5”(4 T*, h*)I 
G (I e. - 4,* I + (C, + G> I 7 - T* I) exp (L(w 4 du 
(15) 
409i45/3-17 
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for 7 > t and 0 < E < Ed . Let R be a positive integer, and let Bk be the 
functions (~~(6, t), ~(0, t)) mapping Rd x [--k, K] continuously into (P, P) 
with period w in 0. Then Sv restricted to [--k, K] is a closed convex subset 
of B, . For v in 9, define Tv(B, t) = (~~(8, t), wa(B, t)) by 
Wde> t) = E 1-L A(dt - $1, %(l?(s, 4 e), s) Gv(S”(s, f, e), s, E) ds, 
for 0 in Rc, -k < t < k. TV exists by (6) since D, E are nonsingular. Since 
the right side of (14) has period w in 0, we note 
s”(s, t, e + w) = p(s) t, e) + w; 
consequently, TV has period w in 0. For E sufficiently small, Q(E) < yi , 
v~(E) < ye, and hence j D(t) wl(B, t)l .< yi , 1 E(t) wg(B, t)l ,< yz . We have 
I 46 t) - w,v*, t*)l 
G d4 1-t. 444 pf + 11 I it+, 4 0) - tys, t*, e*)I ds 
b 
and a similar equation for w,(B, t). By (15) and condition (5), we have the 
family TSy is equicontinuous in (0, t) and for t = t* above and E sufficiently 
small / w,(O, t) - w,(O*, t)l ,( M 1 ti - B* / , i = 1, 2. Note the condition on 6 
is independent of k. Schauder’s fixed point implies there is a fixed point of T. 
Let v be such a point, and let 7, 0, be fixed. A repetition of the argument in 
Theorem I shows 
e(t) = w, T, a, Y(t) = av, T, 44 th 
.4t) = dw, T, 4, t) 
is a solution of (13). 
For each positive k, let vk be a fixed point of T, and let B”(t, 7, es), yk(t, 7, @a), 
z*(t, 7  0,) be the corresponding solutions of (13). If 2 is the set of positive 
integers, {v”(B, t): k in Z} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous (by 
condition (7) on RG x [- 1, 11) so there is a 2, C Z so that {v”(O, t): k in Z,} 
converges uniformly on RC x [- 1, I]. In this way we obtain a decreasing 
sequence Zj = {kn, k,,,...} such that {vk(O, t): k in Zj} converges uniformly 
on Rd x [-j,j]. Let ki = kii , i = 1, 2 ,..., Z* = (kJp==, , then (v”(O, t); k in Z*} 
converges uniformly on sets of the form R( x C, C compact in R. Let 
v(8, t) be the limit function. The corresponding sequence Ok, yk, zk also 
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converges uniformly on compact sets in R; thus the limit functions are 
solutions of (13). Consequently 
Y = %(4 t), 
is an integral manifold of (13). 
x = “2(8, t) 
The usual form for the 6’ equation in (13) is !3 = 7~ + H(B, t, y, z, E), 
where 7 is a constant. We include an example which may occur naturally 
(say, by using Newton’s equations) in a mathematical model and show how 
these equations can be reduced to the form (13) featuring an h term in the 0 
equation which is not constant. Consider a weakly coupled nonlinear system 
where the j equation for E = 0 was described in Section 3, p is a positive 
number, and Fl , X are continuous on R4. For E = 0, the first equation can 
be solved in terms of elliptic functions sn, dn, and cn with modulus 1/2112. 
Let x = p cn0, 2 = -p2/J1i2 sn0 dn0; then the equation above takes the 
form 
4 = ~15 - Ef4(4 t,~, 4, 
Let 
j = a(t)r + q&Y) + Jqe, t, Y, P), 
p = -Ef de dn28 - 2cl(e, t, y, p). 
1 
s 
4K 
y==4K 0 
sn2s dn2s ds, 
v(B, z) = z 
s 
’ (sn2s dn2s - y) ds, 
0 
where 4K is the real period of the elliptic functions; then under the coordinate 
transformation given in the method of averaging ([5, Chaps. 14-171) 
p = z + czi(e, x), the differential equations become 
0 = pw3 + l ,(e, t, Y, Z, + 
9 = a(t) Y + b(t, Y) + aF2(4 4 Y, z, t), 
f = --Eyz + 2qe, t, y, z, + 
Relatively mild hypotheses on X, Fl give the required smoothness conditions 
on Hz, F, , G, etc. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
The use of the D(t) matrices in forming the underlying function spaces (a) 
allows the asymptotic character of the solutions of the unperturbed system 
to be applied to the perturbed systems as in Case 2 of the example in Section 3 
and (b) allows special time dependence of the perturbation to be taken into 
account as in Case 3 of the Section 3 example. In comparison to the version 
of Theorem given by May [12], our method of proof results in an improve- 
ment of the allowable size of the perturbation; however, our proof does not 
reveal any periodic or almost-periodic character and does not give unique 
solutions. 
No Lipschitz conditions were used in Section 4, thus no study was made 
of the differences y(t, a, a,) - y(t, ~1, al*). (Here y(t, oi, a,) is a solution 
furnished by the conclusion of Theorem 2 with yi(o1, 01, ur) = a, .) If such 
conditions are imposed, then asymptotic estimates of these differences can be 
made. Harbertson and &ruble [8, Theorem 21 and Hale [4, Lemma 2.31 
give such estimates for integral manifolds. Even if Lipschitz conditions are 
imposed, our method of proof gives slightly larger bounds for the size of the 
perturbation at the expense of uniqueness. 
We remark here that the hypotheses on the A(,(,) (t - s), y) G(0, s, y, z) 
term in Harbertson and Struble [8, p. 2711 can include V(E) as a multiplier 
on the left. This will allow a larger class of examples. 
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